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This white
paper outlines
some thoughts
on lifestyle
communication,
and reveals a more
human approach
to communication.
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introduction

O

ur daily environment inspires our decisions and
life choices, so that what seems meaningless to
many, small details of existence, contain infinite
possibilities to exchange with an audience. Lifestyle
communication therefore proposes to invest in this intimate
sphere to seduce people on a daily basis and build the
natural environment of a brand.
This white paper outlines some thoughts on lifestyle
communication, and reveals a more human approach to
communication. Forget about customers and reach an
audience, forget about sales messages and multiply those
that carry a true emotion.
Throughout this reflection, we give the floor to the
Headerpop’s specialists who build the agency’s messages
and lifestyle campaigns on a daily basis. In these few pages,
they share their thoughts and motivations on their innovative
approach to communication.
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Communication lifestyle
[kəˌmjuːnɪˈkeɪʃən ˈlaɪfˌstaɪl]

Lifestyle communication helps to define a brand
according to its personality, enhance its universe and enrich
its seductive power with details that make the difference
and inspire the public.
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strategy

Or how to imagine a lifestyle brand universe
Florence is in charge of the definition of brand universes
and lifestyle positioning. She listens, exchanges,
understands the destination or the brand to be accompanied
and then imagines a harmonious lifestyle approach.
What is her advice?

F

irst of all, a trademark must agree As with a friendship, the relationship
to deliver itself to its public between the brand and its audience
depends on the perceived
as it really is. For years,
value of the messages
communication has favoured
«make-up»
messages
Perfection communicated. If they are
spontaneous, warm and
through which brands
is not
displayed an altered face
essential for original, the public will
appreciate the brand as
to create a perfect image
seduction
an entity to be followed
of themselves. This era is
and will value it. Perfection is
over, social networks have
not essential for seduction, some
democratised direct messages,
the public now wants to get as close flaws can even becomes assets if they
reach the audience.
as possible to reality.

Florence’s tip
In order to imagine a lifestyle positioning, I always start by
using the 211 human values list: I select the 5 most obvious
values and then I decline messages in coherence with them.
Inspiration comes much more easily to me afterwards.
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TR AI N YOUR MIN D
TO S E E T H E G O OD
I N EVE RY S I TUATION
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community
management

Or How to grow your community
with lifestyle messages

Gwen has a very clear vision of lifestyle communication on
social networks. Passionate about the instantaneity
and strength of these media, she builds strong links between
brands and their audiences thanks to the emotion
she shares every day.
What is her advice?

I

always put myself in the place of the
followers, I imagine the post that will
touch them and that they will want
to share. I work so that our pages are
beautiful to look at, it’s a story that
takes place over time and attracts the
public like an adventure to follow.

I plan posts for more consistency but
I don’t hesitate to adapt this planning
to always spread the right message
at the right time. When enriching a
page, you have to be flexible and in
line with reality.

Gwen’s tip
Social networks allow you to get closer to your audience,
it’s important to be there every day, like them, to interact
on the same themes and to talk to them, to observe trends
and news. This work shows how sharing a lifestyle on these
platforms is a popularity booster.
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it’s a
good day

to have a good day
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design

Or How to create the design of a lifestyle brand
The Headerpop graphic designers, Elisa and Stéphane, are
working together to build a graphic lifestyle environment.
They favour a refined and sparkling approach, as close as
possible to the brand’s values.
What is their advice?

I

t is important for a lifestyle designer
to convey emotion in these creations.
This mission forces us to go outside
our comfort zone, because each client
of the agency has his own values and
we have to reinvent a new universe for
each project.

« The audience determines
within seconds whether
the brand universe reflects
their own »

Details are important in a lifestyle communication approach, the audience
determines within seconds whether the
brand universe reflects their own. We
always follow the latest trends to keep
up with the times and come up with
designs that surprise and seduce at the
same time.

Stéphane and Kévin’s tip
We always start by identifying what already exists before
embarking on the creation of a graphic lifestyle environment.
Once we have defined what has already been produced in
the area in question, it is easier to focus on paths that spark
creativity.
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social ads

Or How to carry out lifestyle
advertising campaigns

Alessia builds seduction advertising campaigns
on social networks, keeping conversion objectives
in mind while promoting the brand’s values.
What is her advice?

I

pay particular attention to the form of the
advertising messages, I avoid directives or
injunctions that are too far from the lifestyle
approach. Our mission is to broadcast
messages that look like advice, are useful and
attractive. We communicate directly to the
people who are most interested in the content,
because a desired message gets much better
results and promotes the link with the brand.

« I avoid directives
or injunctions that
are too far from the
lifestyle approach »

In addition, the design of the lifestyle
advertisements is carefully thought out.
We create all the messages upstream from
the brand’s graphic elements, with a tone,
approach and visuals that follow the values
defined by the lifestyle strategy.

Alessia’s tip
At first, I produce many advertisements that show the different
values of the brand, then, depending on the results, I refine
the advertising strategy. The results of my campaigns allow
me to adapt the lifestyle branding according to the most
promising topics.
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No one is you.

That is your power.
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press

Or How to do lifestyle press relations
and influencers marketing
Headerpop’s team is in charge of press and influencers relations
for its clients. We analyze and select the right strategy to answer
the media’s needs and to support a lifestyle positionning.

W

hen we start an
assignment,we
identify among the
brand’s lifestyle values the
subjects to be communicated
as a priority. Indeed, from one
month to the next, trends change
and it is important to adapt very
quickly in order to interest the
media and obtain publications.
We always produce an elegant
press kit, such as a magazine
with several topics, to inspire

and give ideas for articles. All
our exchanges with the media
are of high quality, which is

« It is important to adapt very
quickly in order to interest
the media and obtain publications »
important because the brands
or destinations then benefit
from this positive image and are
well listened to.

Team tip
We are building up over time a list of press and
influencers inspirations for our future dossiers,
in this way I suggest the most pertinent angles to
present the destinations or brands we work for.
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blog
Discover the lifestyle trends through our latest articles
all available on our website headerpop.com

The signs of a return
of nature

Green: the color
of the year

In an increasingly artificial world,
nature asserts itself in all fields

A flagship color to use in
your communication.

Artisanal tourism: the
vacations of tomorrow

Retro and vintage madness:
a phenomenon that is taking
hold

A new way of living
its vacations by offering itself
an authentic and creative
and creative break

A hyper-trendy mode of
consumption that is as sustainable as
it is desirable.
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workbook
It’s time to test your understanding of lifestyle communication.
There’s nothing better than a practical approach
to get into a concept !
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1/ In this advertising vocabulary, where are the 9 lifestyle
statement?

A NICE SOUVENIR

AT A DISCOUNT PRICE

INSPIRING

A DELICATE TOUCH

EASY TO USE

A BRILLIANT IDEA

A WIDE VARIETY

UNIQUE ON THE MARKET

OF DISHES
A JOURNEY OF TASTE
AN INTENSE MOMENT
A STRONG EMOTION
AN ALL-INCLUSIVE
SOLUTION

AN OFFER NOT TO BE
MISSED

THE BEST VALUE FOR
MONEY

A PROMISE OF HAPPINESS

A BEAUTIFUL IMPULSE

VERY VERSATILE

Réponses :
a intense moment, a delicate touch, a nice souvenir, inspiring, a brillant idea, a journey of taste, a
strong emotion, a beautiful impulse, a promise of happiness.
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2/ Here are some vintage advertising campaigns, three of
which express a lifestyle message. Which ones?

Réponses :
Perrier, NASA, Radiola
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Réponses
1 rather than 2, because it is better to show a small detail that makes the difference rather than a flat photo without perspective.
5 rather than 3 because here we show an atmosphere beyond a plate.
7 rather than 4 because it is better to take a back shot to immerse yourself in the image.
8 rather than 6 because we identify with the character alone, from the back.
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3/ Among these photos, four of them communicate a
lifestyle inspiration... Which ones?

White p ap er o n lifes t yle co mmu n icat i o n w ri t t e n by

headerpop.com
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